Informative disclosure for the treatment of personal data
With regards to art.13 of the law D.Lgs.196/2003, Civil Code for the protection of personal data, we hereby
inform that all personal data, which is supplied during the compilation of the contact form, will be treated ,
automatically and electronically by Nico spa, acting as official holder of the treatment, as well as by those
responsible and assigned to the task of sending out via email commercial and promotional information
concerning the services offered.

In any time, you can exercise your rights under art.7 of the Civil Code for the protection of personal data, such
as accessing all information concerning you, as well as request eventual updates, correction and eventual
integration, as well as its cancellation, or transformation into anonymous data or have all information
‘blocked’, only when the data is incorrectly treated and all legal rights have been violated. You can also totally
or partially oppose to the treatment by writing to the below indicated address.
In order to exercise your rights, you can address you written requests to the owner of the personal data
treatment at Nico spa , Via Spinola 8E Milano (MI) 20145 Italy, Headquarters: C.da Bigemmi ExSS114 km3.2
Priolo Gargallo (SR) 96010 Italy, nicospa@nicospa.it

DATA SECURITY POLICY – PRIVACY - D.Lgs .196/03
Privacy is a very important and delicate aspect for our Company, and in order to protect and conserve it in the
best way possible, we hereby provide you with a note in which explained is the type of information attained on
the network, and non , and how you can intervene concerning the use of such information.
It is an informative report, which refers to art.13 of law D.Lgs. 196/2003, “
of personal data”, provided for those who interact with our Company.

Code relating to the protection

The informative only refers to the web site of our Company and relative sub domains, and for other websites
eventually consulted by the user via link.
The informative inspired by the recommendation n.2/2001 which the European authorities for the protection
of personal data, united by the Institutional Group of art.29 of the European Directive num.95/46/CE,
adopted on the 17th may 2001 in order to individuate certain minimal requisites for the attainment of personal
data online , and in particular, the modality, timing and nature of the information which the owners of the
treatment must supply to the users when they connect onto the web page, independently of the scope of the
on line connection.

Data Controller
Once having consulted the website, treated can be the data relating to the already identified or easily
identifiable user. The data controller of NICO spa is in the person of dott.Pietro Balistreri, having its offices in
Priolo Gargallo (SR) C.da Biggemi exSS114 km3.2 PI 00210240891.

Place of data treatment
The data treatment is carried out at the premises of the above mentioned NICO spa and are looked after by the
technical personnel appointed to this treatment, or by others in charge of its maintenance. No data deriving
from the web service is to be communicated or spread. The personal data communicated by the users who
forward a contact request or ask for informative material to sent out, is to be used solely for the actions or
services requested by the users.

Type of data treated
Browsing data : Informatics systems and software procedures responsible for the functioning of this web site
acquire, in the course of their normal exercise , various important personal data of which its transmission is
implicit for the use of internet communication protocols.
This deals with information which is not collected in order to be associated with identified subjects. In this
category of data, included are the IP addresses or the domain names of the computers belonging to the users
who log onto the website , the addresses noted as URI ( Uniform Resource Identifier) of the resources
requested , the time of the request, the method used to submit the request to the server, the size of the file
obtained in reply to the request, the numerical code indicating the status of the reply given by the server
(positive or negative outcome, error, etc etc.) and any other parameters relating to the operative system and

to the computing environment of the user. The data could be used to determine the responsibility, in the
case of a hypothetical informatics crime, such as any eventual damage to the site, upon request of the
competent authorities.

Data provided voluntarily by the User
The option of sending out electronic post, explicit and voluntary , to the addresses indicated within this web
site, can lead to the subsequent acquisition of the senders address, need in order to reply to the request,
together with any other eventual personal data contained within the sent message.

Cookies
No personal data relating to the user is deliberately acquired by the web site. Cookies are not used for the
transmission of personal information, nor used are any persistent c.d cookies of any other nature, or are any
systems applied to track down users. The use of session c.d cookies (that are not memorized persistently and
disappear after the browser is closed ), is strictly limited to the session transmission identification (made up of
casual numbers generated by the server), necessary to allow for the safe and efficient exploration of the site. I
c.d.

Optional nature of data submission
Besides that specified for data browsing, the user is free to supply its own personal data. Failure to provide so
can lead to the impossibility to attain that requested.

Mode of treatment
Personal data is treated with automated tools, strictly for the time needed to carry out the reason for why they
have been acquired. Specific safety measures are observed to prevent the loss of such data, illicit or non
correct use, and for non authorized access.

Subjects rights
The subjects associated with the personal data, at any point in time, have the right to obtain the confirmation
of the existence of such data, know its content and origin, verify its accuracy, or ask for its integration or
update, and/ or correction (art 7 of law D.lgs n.196/2003). Under the same article, the user has the right to ask
for its cancellation, or transformation into anonymous data , or the immediate ‘block’ of all the information
processed in violation of the law, as well as oppose to its treatment for legitimate reasons. For all these reasons
you can contact us via email at nicospa@nicospa.it

